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Introduction

SimpleAug Pipeline

§ Propose SimpleAug, a simple and model agnostic data 
augmentation method that turns information already in the 
datasets into explicit IQA triplets for training VQA models

§ SimpleAug can notably improve VQA models’ accuracy on 
both VQA v2 and VQA-CP

§ Conduct comprehensive analyses on SimpleAug, including 
its applicability to the unlabeled images

Highlights Experiments

§ VQA Challenges
Ø VQA models trained on the human labeled data overfits 

the language bias or struggle in capturing the diversity of 
human language

Ø We argue that they may result from a fundamental issue: 
Not enough training examples

Ø Evidence: If we ask more questions about the training 
images (e.g., by borrowing relevant questions from other 
training images), VQA models fail drastically

Ø This implies VQA model hasn’t still learned enough 
information from the human labeled data even if they 
have already seen these images and questions

SimpleAug
Ø Data augmentation turning implicit information already in 

the dataset into explicit training examples 

• Questions annotated for one image can be valuable add-ons to
other relevant images

• “Propagate” questions from one image to other relevant images 
using three sources of implicit knowledge (i.e., i., ii., and iii.)

Implicit knowledge in the VQA dataset

§ Learning on unlabeled images § Qualitative Results

§ SimpleAug - Model Agnostic
LMH [2]

LMH+SimpleAug

§ SimpleAug - Dataset Agnostic
UpDn [1] UpDn+SimpleAug

VQACP-v2 Test VQA-v2 Val 

i. IQA Triplets ii. Mid-level Semantic 
Annotations (MSCOCO)

iii. Pre-trained Object 
Detector (Faster-RCNN)

common 
objects

Q: What is the color of left cow? A: black 

Q: How many animals are in the picture? A: 2
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propagate
Q: What animal is this? A: cow

LXMERT [3]

LXMERT+SimpleAug

UpDn [1]

UpDn+SimpleAug
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